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Abstract
With the growing popularity of anomaly detection
systems, which is due partly to the rise in zero-day
attacks, a new class of threats have evolved where
the attacker mimics legitimate activity to blend in and
avoid detection. We propose a new system called
Siren that injects crafted human input alongside
legitimate user activity to thwart these mimicry
attacks. The crafted input is specially designed to
trigger a known sequence of network requests, which
Siren compares to the actual traffic. It then flags
unexpected messages as malicious. Using this
method, we were able to detect ten spyware programs
that we tested, many of which attempt to blend in with
user activity. This paper presents the design,
implementation, and evaluation of the Siren activity
injection system, as well as a discussion of its
potential limitations.

1. Introduction
Malicious programs that send out information
over the internet are a major threat on the internet
today. In a recent survey, businesses identified
spyware as their number one security issue [21]. In
addition to spyware, many organizations are
concerned about Trojan or backdoor programs that
can hide on a computer and give remote access to an
attacker, potentially as part of a botnet. Stopping
these different types of malicious software (malware)
presents a significant challenge to the security
community.
One of the biggest problems for security
researchers trying to combat malicious software is the
plethora of new threats that emerge every day [24].
Most anti-spyware and anti-virus solutions rely
primarily on signature detection to identify attacks.
Signature analysis systems are inherently reactive
instead of proactive. When a new attack occurs, there
will always be a delay before a signature is released.
Furthermore, stealthy attacks by skilled hackers that
target only a few machines may never be identified; a
signature analysis system cannot tell you that you
have a problem until it has been detected elsewhere
through other means.

To address the shortcomings of signature
detection solutions, researchers have developed a
number of anomaly detection systems that focus on
abnormal behavior rather than specific attacks [2, 13,
16, 20]. These systems are much more effective at
uncovering novel threats, but can be evaded by a
clever adversary by blending with normal traffic [18],
mimicking normal system behavior [19, 26, 28], or
emulating normal user activity patterns [2]. In some
cases [18, 19], such attacks can even be automated.
Efforts have been made to deal with this problem,
mainly by increasing the complexity of the IDS [10],
but they have only lead to more sophisticated
mimicry attacks [19]. We interpret the term “mimicry
attack” here in a broad sense, where the attacker
attempts to evade an anomaly detection system by
emulating normal behavior. The focus of this paper is
on detecting malware that mimics human input in
particular, but the techniques presented here could be
generalized to detect malware mimicking other types
of system activity.
In this paper, we present Siren, an activity
injection system that collaborates with an intrusion
detection system to catch malicious software. Siren
operates by injecting human input with the help of
virtual machine technology. The input is designed to
generate a known sequence of network requests that
Siren sends to the IDS. Then, if the actual network
traffic differs from what is expected, the IDS raises
an alarm. If a malicious program attempts to mimic
or blend in with Siren activity, it will be detected by
the IDS. A diagram of this process can be seen in
Figure 1. An exception here is traffic to sites on a
white list. This helps mitigate false positives from
trusted programs such as Google Toolbar.
If Siren is able to generate activity that cannot be
differentiated from normal usage by an attacking
program, and that program continues to emulate
activity over time, then the probability of the
malware avoiding detection will decay exponentially
over time.
If an attacker can distinguish between real and
injected input, however, then he or she would be able
to evade detection by Siren. One way of doing this is
to identify real user activity through an out-of-band
channel. An example would be calling a user on the
phone and instructing him or her to enter a

Figure 1. Siren input injection system
predetermined sequence of input that triggers a
malware program. In general, these attacks are very
difficult to prevent and Siren is unable to stop them.
Gathering information out-of-band, however, is also
difficult because it is often time-consuming and
unreliable.
Automatically identifying real human input in
software presents a problem similar to the reverse
Turing test, with a few differences. In reverse Turing
tests, or CAPTCHAs [4, 7, 23], a computer tries to
distinguish between a machine and a human by
presenting a challenge problem to the person that he
or she can easily solve, but computer cannot. With
Siren, an attacking program could freely send traffic
if it were able to give a reverse Turing test to the user
and the user passes the test. Directly interacting with
the user, however, will raise suspicion. The attacking
program will have to differentiate between human
and computer activity through passive monitoring.
For this reason, we describe the task of the attacking
program as a passive reverse Turing test. To
completely escape detection, malicious software
would need to perform such a test with a very high
level of accuracy.
One of the main challenges identified in this
paper is designing an input injection method that can
fool malware and prevent it from being able to
execute a passive reverse Turing test. This is
currently an open problem. For our evaluation, we
currently inject a predetermined input sequence and
evaluate results by hand. Later in section 4, we
present a number of potential approaches for
automatically generating human input, as well as
weaknesses of each method.
Siren is not the first system that relies on
deceiving the enemy. The notion of deception and
information warfare can be found in historic literature

dating back to 800 B.C. in Sun Tzu’s “The Art of
War” [27]. An overview of the history of deception
and a high-level cognitive model for deception in
security is described in [8]. In computer security,
much of the use of deception has been limited to
attacks. Some examples include stepping stones [29]
and social engineering techniques [22]. Specific
examples of using deception to defend computer
systems include the early work by Cheswick on
tracking a hacker [3] and the more recent work on
Honeypots and Honeytokens [14, 25]. Siren provides
a deeper form of deception at a different level of
abstraction (within a host) that is useful against a
class of security threats that also uses deception:
mimicry attacks.
Input injection is similar to the practice of
injecting faults into systems, which has been used in
the past for dependability analysis, e.g., see [6]. The
goal of previous fault injection methods is to test a
system’s capability to tolerate failures by artificially
inducing them. In contrast, Siren’s goal is to inject
input that is as close to normal activity as possible so
that it cannot be distinguished by an attacker from a
real user.

2. Siren Design
One possible way of detecting malware that tries
to blend in with normal user web activity would be to
monitor web content coming into the browser and
human input such as link clicks and typing in URLs.
Then, one could compare the resulting network
traffic with what is expected and raise an alarm if it
differs. Although this method might be very effective
and would not require input injection, it would be
extremely difficult to implement. Determining what a
web browser is supposed to do given arbitrary
keyboard and mouse events would require complex
modeling of application behavior akin to running the
input on a separate machine. This problem is
exacerbated by the user’s ability to copy and paste
data into forms and upload files. Instead of trying to
predict what network traffic should result from
arbitrary human input, Siren takes the approach of
injecting a known sequence of input so that it has
control over form data, file uploads, and other
browsing activity.
Siren takes advantage of virtual machine (VM)
technology to inject input and achieve isolation from
the guest operating system, which may be
compromised or infected with malicious software.
Virtual machines have very useful security properties
and can with run low performance overhead [1].
They have been successfully used for inspecting the
state of a guest OS without perturbing it [11], and for
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vulnerability checking [15]. Although VMs can harm
security in some cases [12], most of these problems
come from running many virtual machines on one
host or from reverting to checkpoints. Siren would
typically run with only one main VM for the guest
operating system that rarely reverts to checkpoints.
Another issue with virtual machines is that they are
not widely used at this time and would have to be
installed to use Siren. However, recent research
shows that it is feasible to place an entire operating
system inside of a VM without disturbing the OS,
significantly hurting performance, or requiring any
user interaction [17].
In the Siren architecture, the guest OS contains
all of the user’s normal files and applications. This is
where the user browses the web, sends e-mail, and
composes documents. The guest OS is the one most
susceptible to infection by spyware, root kits, worms,
and other malware. Siren operates below the guest
OS on the virtual machine monitor (VMM) in order
to isolate itself from these threats. Here it is able to
view all device I/O from the guest OS and inject
input without being disrupted or detected by the guest
OS.
To detect malware, Siren takes advantage of the
fact that most legitimate programs rarely
communicate over the network when the user is not
around. Many computers, however, run a few trusted
processes such as automated update software and
event notification programs (weather, sports scores,
etc.) that generate network traffic when the user is
away. If not filtered out, these programs have the
potential to generate false positives.
One approach to filtering network messages
from trusted applications is to ignore traffic based on
process ID. This approach is similar the one taken by
many commercial protection programs such as

Norton Personal Firewall and BlackIce Defender.
Although intuitive, deciding trust by originating
process does not work very well in practice; injecting
and executing code in other processes is relatively
straightforward. Many spyware programs insert
libraries into web browsers in order to track the
user’s browsing patterns, and send private
information back to their host servers from within the
browser.
Instead of looking at the originating process,
Siren can support a white list of trusted destination
network addresses. For example, if Google Toolbar,
Windows Update, and Weatherbug are installed, then
Siren would ignore network messages from that
workstation to google.com and windowsupdate.com
and weatherbug.com, regardless of which application
made the requests. Using a white list of trusted
addresses, however, may open a hole in the system. If
an attacker can passively listen somewhere on the
path from the workstation to a trusted server, then he
or she can read data sent to the trusted server by a
malware. This attack is fairly hard to execute, but
networks that are worried about such threats can ban
programs like Google Toolbar and Weatherbug, and
also run a local update server.

3. Evaluation
A major security threat that Siren aims to
eliminate is spyware. We installed ten different types
of spyware on a Windows PC instrumented with
Siren to evaluate its effectiveness. We also installed
Web Tap [2] on the system for the purpose of
comparison. Table 1 summarizes our results for the
ten spyware programs. For the first phase of the
experiment, we ran Siren without injecting any
additional input to see how many of the spyware
programs generated network traffic when the user
was away. Three out of the ten programs
(BargainBuddy, Gator, and TargetSaver) did
communicate with their home servers in the absence
of human input and were detected immediately by
both Siren and Web Tap. Web Tap, however, failed
to detect the other seven spyware programs because
they made only few web requests to blend in with
normal browsing activity.
Using systems such as BINDER [9], Norton
Personal Firewall, and BlackIce Defender would
have been an alternative approach to detecting the
spyware programs. However, they are also unable to
identify the seven spyware programs missed by Web
Tap because these programs run as plug-ins inside of
the browser, which is a trusted process receiving
legitimate input. Because Siren uses input injection, it
is able to detect spyware embedded in a web browser.

For Siren’s evaluation, we manually created a
sequence of web activity and replayed it with each of
the spyware programs installed. Siren then ran a
script to compare the websites visited during each
input run. Siren flagged request to sites that were not
visited in the original input run as malicious. Using
this heuristic, Siren identified all ten of the spyware
programs, even those that ran inside of the browser
and were not detected by Web Tap.
At the present time, we have not tested Siren
against any programs that analyze web browsing
patterns to mount a sophisticated mimicry attack
because we are unaware of any such programs.
However, several spyware programs in our tests only
communicate when the user is actively browsing in
order to blend in with normal traffic.

4. Realistic Input Generation Challenges
For our evaluation, we injected input by opening
a web browser window and manually traversing web
pages. Ideally, Siren should be able to automatically
generate and inject human input. There are a number
of challenges, however, in developing such a system.
One major issue is ensuring that the injected input
does not cause any negative side-effects. Examples
include making a purchase over the internet, sending
out an e-mail, or modifying an important document.
Another problem is configuration changes on the
local machine, such as moving programs and
adjusting window sizes, that affect the result of
human input. Finally, the injected input should be
difficult for an attacker to distinguish from real input.
One possible solution is to manually record a
sequence of human input and the resulting network
output on a single clean computer. Then, Siren could
replay the input on other machines, raising an alarm
if the content or destination of requests changes
between runs, except as expected by the protocol (If a
message contains the time or special state such as a
browser cookie). With this solution, one must worry
about differences between computers, such as
program locations, which will affect the result of the
input. One method of dealing with this issue is to fix
settings across all computers on the network. Another
is to re-record input for each configuration or when a
user changes a critical setting on his or her computer.
Another problem with recording and replaying
input is dynamic web content. Many web pages
change frequently, and this will disrupt the network
traffic. One could get around this problem by visiting
relatively static sites and re-recording input when
they change. Avoiding dynamic sites and re-record
input in response to content changes is a significant

limitation of this approach, and could be exploited by
an attacker to identify real user activity.
With manually recorded input, the administrator
can make sure that it does not cause any unwanted
state changes. However, an attacker may be able to
identify real activity by patiently waiting for the user
to perform some state-changing operation. Also, if
Siren repeatedly injects the same sequence of input,
then an attacker will be able to tell that it is fake.
Another way of generating input is to use an
algorithm that imitates human behavior. This
algorithm would have to know which raw input
events will trigger which high-level actions such as
text selection and link traversal. It can then infer the
expected output based on the content returned by the
server and on application behavior. Generating
correct input would require either some video
processing, which could be very hard, or virtual
machine introspection [11] to obtain the locations of
objects on the screen for mouse input.
Automatic input generation may be vulnerable to
natural language analysis by a malware program. If
malware is able to identify input referring to the
current time or recent events in natural language, then
it may be able to conclude that the real user is
present. However, this would have to be done by the
attacking program without communicating over the
network, which is a hard problem. If the malware
program tries to send information to its owner
without first making sure that it is safe, then it is
likely to be detected by Siren.
All of the input injection methods discussed so
far also have issues with disturbing state on the local
machine. Avoiding state changes altogether in fake
input would help a patient attacker to identify real
activity. Another solution is to undo changes right
before the user returns by either injecting input to
undo them (such as closing a browser window) or
reverting to a snapshot that was taken earlier. Recent
work shows that snapshot restoration can be done
efficiently [5]. Undoing state changes, however, is
detectable and allows malware to build a schedule
from past usage in order to predict future activity.
State changes on a remote server also cannot be
undone, and need to be addressed separately.
Another way of avoiding detrimental state
changes is to create a clone of the current machine
and run it instead of the original. Siren could inject
input on the clone that damages the state because it
would be thrown away later on. Again, malware can
create a schedule and attempt to predict future usage
by recording and examining old input. (If the input is
old, then it is likely to have been entered before the
clone operation and thus by the real user.)

For all of these input generation systems, it is
currently an open question how difficult it would be
for an attacker to identify real human input.
However, the attacking program has the extra burden
of needing to be very sure that it is correct. If the
probability that the input is actually real when the
malware program thinks it is, call it p, is much less
than 1, then the probability of remaining undetected
decreases exponentially over time. The program
could still have pretty good odds if it is able to
package up very large amounts of data into a single
burst. This attack can be easily prevented, however,
by employing a rate-limiting anomaly detection
system such as Web Tap [2] in parallel with Siren.
Now, if the probability of correctness for the malware
program is .95, or it is correct 95% of the time about
the user being present, then it still would have over a
50% chance of being detected after sending 14 times.
To be successful, Siren only needs to fool the
attacker some of the time.

5. Siren’s Security Analysis
There are a few different methods that an
attacker could use to avoid or prolong detection by
Siren. If the input generation algorithm is weak, then
Siren can take advantage of its shortcomings to learn
characteristics of real input or even identify it
immediately. For example, if input is only injected
into cloned virtual machines, then malware can look
at older data to see real a user’s input and predict
when he or she will be active next. If the generation
algorithm does not act sufficiently human, malware
may be able to use this to its advantage. If the
algorithm never uploads files, for example, then a file
upload will let the malware know that it is safe to
send data over the network.
As mentioned earlier, one of the preconditions
for Siren to eventually detect a piece of malware is
that the malware must continually send network
messages over time. A potential vulnerability in the
Siren system is an attack that requires userinteraction to succeed, delivers the payload
immediately, and exits. One example of such a threat
is an e-mail worm. If the worm only opens up when
the user clicks on an e-mail, sends e-mails to
everybody in the address book, and then terminates
very quickly, Siren would have a very hard time
detecting it. One way of mitigating this vulnerability
is to deploy additional deception methods, such as
adding bogus addresses to the e-mail client’s address
book.
Another precondition for Siren to be able to
detect a piece of malicious software is that the
attacker cannot determine usage through an out-of-

band channel. A hacker could call up a user on the
phone and tell that person to enter a particular
sequence of input triggering some malware. The
hacker could also talk to the user over an instant
messaging program to guarantee that the user is
active on his or her computer. Although these and
other social engineering techniques could help an
attacker figure out when a user is present, and Siren
has no way to stop them, they are not trivial to
execute and usually require association of a phone
number and name with an IP or e-mail address.
Finally, malicious software could hide data in a
covert channel. One example would be modifying
TCP flags in outbound traffic. However, these
channels are often very low bandwidth and would
require the attacker to be passively listening on the
path of a connection.

6. Conclusion
Traditional behavioral analysis techniques are
able to detect many novel threats, but are vulnerable
to mimicry attacks. In this paper, we presented Siren,
a detection system that looks at human input to
identify malicious network traffic. Siren also injects
bogus human input to confuse and disrupt attackers
who try to mimic legitimate programs by waiting for
user input to send network messages.
In this paper we discussed possible methods for
creating realistic human input, and addressed
potential shortcomings such as inadvertent state
modification. For our evaluation, we manually
entered a predetermined sequence of input on a clean
machine and on virtual machines with ten different
types of spyware installed. Siren was able to detect
all ten spyware programs, while a competing
anomaly detection system that does in inject input
was only able to detect three of the ten. Finally, we
discussed methods of attacking Siren itself such as
out-of-band information gathering and identifying
real activity by waiting for state-changing operations.
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